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A provable billing protocol on the current UMTS

Abstract

This paper proposes a simple method that equips UMTS-based tele-

com companies with a mechanism to prove the records on mobile users’ phone

bills. In the history of mobile phone communication, we have seen countless

unsettled disputes where the mobile user disagrees with the telecom company

either on the calling time or on the duration, or even on whether or not a call

was actually made. In this paper, a provable billing protocol will be presented

that can effectively solve disagreements between the two parties. Equipped

with a non-repudiation function, the proposed protocol enables the service

provider to hold on to the solid proofs as to exactly when and to which num-

ber a mobile phone user made a call so that the mobile user cannot deny; at

the same time, the mobile user also gets to have his/her own share of proofs

as to when and how the mobile services were accessed, so that the bill can

be double checked to make sure nothing goes wrong. And, to make it even

better, this new protocol is perfectly compatible with the standard UMTS

protocol and is therefore readily applicable to the current mobile phone com-

munication environments.

Key Words: UMTS, Billing, Charging. AKA, Mobile Communication Sys-

tem

1 Introduction

Mobile communication has gone an incredibly long way since the debut it made just

decades ago. At the present time, in addition to the main stream second generation

system, namely GSM (Global System for Mobile Communication) [16], the third

generation mobile telecommunication system, UMTS (Universal Mobile Telecom-

munication System) [37], has also reached maturity and begun its service, gaining
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great popularity and becoming a red hot choice for subscribers. In comparison with

GSM, UMTS enjoys the advantage of a greater bandwidth and is therefore capable

of offering a number of additional kinds of services besides the ordinary voice call

and voice message. Such power and convenience the third generation system brings

of course mean more business and greater profits to the mobile telecommunication

company.

Accompanying the variety of services now available to mobile telecom system

subscribers, there comes the issue of billing. Viewed from the angle of the mo-

bile telecom company, an ideal billing system is one that can take down exact,

detailed records both as proofs of the subscriber’s accesses to the services and as

information for correct billing. However, from the viewpoint of the subscribers, a

system can by no means be called perfect if they are not provided with a mobile

device programmed to be able to take down all those detailed records on their own

side real time which can later be raised as proofs when the mobile service users

doubt the credibility of the bills they receive from the company. Lack of such a

double-checking, disagreement-avoiding design is in fact the biggest problem mobile

communication systems nowadays share in common. Instead, protocols presently

in use are mostly system-provider-dominant, leaving no room for the users to even

raise their doubts about the correctness of the bills. As a result, so many disputes

just go unsolved. To shut the door on such billing problems with both the service

provider and the customers satisfied, in this paper, we shall dig deep into the billing

protocol of the more and more prevalent UMTS design and find out where the roots

of these problems are. We will present our scheme to solve the billing trouble in

next section.

1.1 The Current UMTS Charging System

UMTS is quite a complex system because it is its job to integrate many resources

and provide a wide variety of services. For example, there have to be both circuit-

switched and packet-switched links; at the same time, compatibility problems also
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Figure 1: UMTS Charging Logical Architecture

have to be taken care of because UMTS has to cover older, lower grade systems

such as GSM. So, there is supposed to be some complexity in the UMTS billing sys-

tem. Simply put, the current UMTS billing system works by taking down individual

subscribers’ service accessing records, namely the CDR (charging data record). Ac-

cording to the CDR, the UMTS billing system can figure out the charges and add

them up. The charging logical architecture of UMTS is shown in Figure 1 [3]. There

are two domain networks, PS and CS domain, for MS to charge. When the MS uses

in CS domain network, the MSC (Mobile Switching Centre) and GMSC (Gateway

MSC) are responsible for the record of all charging relevant information and deliver

the information to the bill system. When the MS uses in PS domain network, the

CDR which is generated by SGSN (Serving GPRS Support Node) and GGSN (Gate-

way GSN) is forwarded via the CGF (Charging Gateway Function) to the Billing

System.

CDR comes in various forms, depending on what it is used for. Some CDR

formats do not necessarily have to do with charging. For example, it can be used
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solely to keep track of subscribers’ behaviors and message exchanges [3]. In fact,

charging-related CDR can take different shapes, depending on the characteristics

of the charged entity [1] and the environment it is in [9]. For example, subscribers

will offer different CDR information from that provided by service providers, and

by the same token the CDR details used by the circuit switched domain [7] will

not be the same as those used by the packet-switched domain [8]. However, roughly

speaking, the information CDR keeps is right what is needed for charging and billing.

The details include the subscriber’s identity, services accessed, time and duration

of service access, quantities of resources utilized, etc. These details help the billing

system figure out the charges to put down on the bill. As for the transmission of

these CDR details, they follow internal routes to the billing system [10]. An access to

the communication services can mean the generation of with one CDR or more than

one. In the meantime, the charging data can be delivered to the billing system by

means of either online charging or offline charging [2], and the charging information

can be sent out right after the completion of a communication service, or the bill can

reach after every regular time interval, or of course a bill can also come to charge

for all the communication services accessed during a relatively long period of time.

1.2 Review of the Literature

The literature concerned is mostly focused on the authentication part because it is

the foundation of charging and billing. Of course no charging can be done right with-

out proper confirmation of the identities of the subscribers. Therefore, most UMTS-

related researches that do mention the subject of billing [11, 15, 19, 27, 29, 32, 33, 36]

deal with authentication and non-repudiation problems. These schemes endeavor to

enable system providers to identify users so that nobody can pretend to be a legal

user and gain access to the services without subscribing first. Besides that, once a

subscriber used any of the services, there is no way he/she can deny it. However,

such schemes have no power in confirming the types and quantities of the services

consumed. Although they mainly concern CDR, it is the authentication part that
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they put emphasis on instead of the contents of CDR. In addition, many researches

put their stress on the construction of a whole framework and the integration of the

existing systems [17, 24, 25, 28, 39]. Their aim is to build up a charging module in-

dependent of the existing systems that can take care of all the billing-related affairs.

Among the researches, some takes the charging module for some kind of middleware.

Such methods are usually developed to fit applications not only with UMTS but also

other wireless network systems like GSM, wireless Lan, Bluetooth, and so on. Of

course, there are also some other extensions to make from these methods. For exam-

ple, SET (Secure Electronic Transaction Protocol) is a mechanism that can be taken

in as a mobile charging standard [22]. In addition, some researchers suggest that

charging and billing can be viewed from the angle of payment [18, 23, 31, 34]. New

technologies such as E-cash (brought up in [23]) and Electron Tickets (mentioned in

[35]) can also help. However, a comparatively big difference is made in [13], where

concepts of Hash Chain and KryptoKnight cryptography [12, 20, 21] are taken in to

enable their protocol to reach non-repudiation without using PKI.

The research efforts mentioned above have each made its own contribution to

the charging and billing problem solving. Of course, each has its own strengths and

weaknesses. However, none of the above methods addresses the biggest problem

the current UMTS billing system design has: that the service system provider plays

a super dominant role while the service subscribers can do nothing but accept in

submission whatever the bill says. When a subscriber does not agree with a certain

payment listed in the bill, unless some proof outside the system can be raised, which

is usually either impossible or not worth all the trouble, it is simply no use for the

subscriber to argue with the service provider because the system is completely in

the service provider’s favor. Of course such a design is very unfair to the consumer.

Even the non-repudiation mechanism mentioned above is designed for the service

provider to be able to shut a disagreeing subscriber’s mouth instead of making sure

that the rights on both sides are properly preserved.
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To make a difference, Chen et al. [14] proposed a secure, fair billing system for

the use of GSM. Due to the low computation power of the mobile device, their system

uses an additional piece of equipment, namely the server by the name of Observer,

to enable the subscriber to check out and sign on the charges the service provider

raises. This way, no payment can be asked for and will be paid without the consent

from both sides and no dispute will ever happen again. They charge according to

the timestamps recorded. At the beginning and the end of every communication,

from the subscriber’s side, a hash chain will be sent to the service provider as proof,

and then the service provider will send the proof along with its signature on the

current time to the Observer. If the Observer checks out the data sent in and the

result is positive, then it signs on behalf of the subscriber and sends the records

back to the service provider. This way, by signing for the subscriber, the Observer

achieves non-repudiation for both sides, and in case there is a dispute in the future,

those signatures can be used to confirm the time and duration of each phone call.

However, in spite of this great advancement Chen et al. have made, there are in

fact some minor weaknesses in their protocol. That are, Synchronization program,

Additional offline job required and storage space required.

In 2008, Li et al. [26] pointed out the Chen et al.’s proposed is vulnerabilities in

two aspects. Their proposed is not real fair and synchronization program. Afterward

Li et al. proposed an undeniable mobile billing scheme. However, their scheme did

not integrate with the authentication protocol.

Recently, the authors have proposed a method to settle charging disputes that

occur when the mobile user roams across network domains run by different commu-

nication service providers [30]. Instead of using time records as proof for charging

like what is done in many traditional methods, in the protocol, we use hash chains

to represent the communication time, one hash value proving one time unit (e.g. a

minute) of communication consumption. During mobile communication, the sub-

scriber’s mobile device sends one hash value after another to the service provider,
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and the service provider keeps the last hash value as proof. This way, disagreements

can be settled among cooperating mobile communication service providers. In this

paper, the authors wish to offer a new, integrated and practical protocol built up

on the basis of their previous endeavors that can solve all the charging and billing

problems between the subscriber and the telecommunication service provider.

The major difference between the new protocol this paper presents and its pre-

decessors is that the new protocol keeps UMTS the way it is without making any

modification. Since UMTS is already a popular system prevalently used, any modi-

fication can mean serious damage to its practicability. In real applications, the new

protocol can be attached to the original UMTS structure that has been running for

years and make the whole system more powerful without causing any serious com-

patibility problems. The aim of this paper is to explore the possibility for UMTS

to be strengthened and become a fair system both to the service provider and to

the subscriber when it comes to charging and billing. With the rights on both sides

properly preserved, the subscriber will no longer have to live with the fact that every

penny has to be paid the way the bill says just because it says so; instead, it is the

service provider’s job to prove to the subscriber that every line on the bill actually

comes from some consumption behavior signed and recorded by both parties. In the

meantime, the new protocol can also rule out the possibility of a subscriber cheating

by denying accessing the service because everything that has been done leaves a

signed record and there is simply no denying.

2 The Proposed Scheme

The UMTS AKA (Authentication and Key Agreement) protocol [4] is constructed

by 3GPP and has been prevalently used in UMTS-based systems everywhere. The

security of the UMTS AKA protocol mainly relies on a secret key K stored in the

USIM (Universal Subscriber Identity Module) card of the subscriber’s mobile device

(or MS, meaning Mobile Station). This secret key K is only known to the USIM
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Figure 2: UMTS AKA Protocol

and the telecommunication service provider (HN, Home Network) to the subscriber.

With this key in hand, wherever it is, the subscriber can do authentication and get

connected with the local service network (SN) through the UMTS AKA protocol.

Figure 2 is an illustration of how the UMTS AKA protocol works.

UMTS was first put to use many years ago and has been operating well since.

However, one problem with UMTS has remained unsolved. When the subscriber and

the service provider disagree on the figures printed out on the check, it is always the

subscriber, namely the consumer, that reluctantly takes the disadvantaged side. In

fact, unfair though it seems, practically the bill is always right, and the consumer

can pretty much do nothing about it unless some solid evidence can be raised to

prove that the bill is wrong, which is usually extremely difficult and troublesome.

The telecom company, who takes the upper hand over this matter, does have a big

chance to mess with the figures on the bill and go unnoticed. In an attempt to solve

this problem, in this section we shall present a new charging and billing mechanism

we have designed. Our hopes are that the new protocol can function well in the
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UMTS environment and that it can satisfy the following requirements:

1. It should be able to solve billing disputes evenly, allowing both the service

provider and the consumer to have a fair shot in proving their point. In other

words, the new mechanism should provide UMTS with non-repudiation.

2. It should fit every UMTS operation, making as little modifications as possible.

3. It should be able to deal with all the ways of payment present in the current

UMTS environment.

2.1 Foundation

In our new protocol, hash chains are used as tokens for payments because of their

irreversibility. Every hash value stands for an equal amount of money. For example,

suppose a subscriber has a0. From a0 the following hash chain {a1, a2, · · · , ai} can

easily be derived through the hash function. When it is time to pay the bill, the pay-

ments will be done in reverse order starting with ai, namely (ai, ai−1, ai−2, · · · , a1).

Due to the irreversibility of the hash function, the service provider cannot derive

any an−1 from an. Therefore, all the service provider has to show is the last hash

value, and then the accounts can be settled and proven for the subscriber. In our

protocol design, every hash value represents a fixed unit. For example, if the service

the SN provides is supposed to be paid for by the minute, then the MS will deliver

one hash value to the SN every minute, and the last hash value the SN collects

reveals the total time of service the MS has consumed. Sometimes, however, instead

of the minute or the second, the charge that the SN asks for is counted by the times

of service. For example, suppose it costs one X dollars to download a piece of music

for the phone ring. If every hash value stands for Y dollars, then the MS will send

as many as X/Y hash values to the SN when a piece of music has been downloaded.

In this case, suppose the first hash value in the chain to be used on account of this

music download is aj. If X/Y = k, then all the MS has to send to the SN is aj−k+1

because it is enough to show that k units, namely Y dollars, have been consumed.
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Figure 3: Our AKA charging protocol

2.2 Our AKA charging protocol

To satisfy the requirement of non-repudiation, it is probably the best way to bring

in the digital signature. However, due to the low computation power of the mobile

devices nowadays, it seems impractical to even think about the mobile phone holder

digitally signing anything. To make things worse, the USIM card in the mobile

phone does not have a big enough storage space so that the subscriber’s records

of telecom service accesses can be saved in the mobile phone. To get around these

obstacles, we bring in the concept of assistant server. We call the assistant server

employed by our new protocol the ledger server. To both the subscriber and the

service provider, the ledger server is a third party worthy of the trust from both.

The subscriber can trust the ledger server with his/her digital signature and signed

records.

As we mentioned earlier, to make sure our proposed protocol is compatible with

UMTS, we build our structure upon the UMTS AKA protocol. Figure 3 shows the

detailed framework of our new protocol.
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Just like the original UMTS AKA protocol, our AKA charging protocol is com-

posed of two parts, namely the authentication vector distribution phase and the

authentication and key establishment phase. The major difference between the

original AKA protocol and our AKA charging protocol, however, is that our new

protocol has a new party involved, namely the ledger server, with some additional

parameters attached to the ends of the original authentication parameters. The at-

tached parameters help ensure the compatibility of the our protocol with the original

UMTS design. The telecom company can either leave out the additional parameters

and offer the original services only or bring in the additional parameters and offer

not only the original services but also the extended services. At the same time, the

subscriber also can choose either to leave out the additional parameters and ask for

only the original services or to bring in the additional parameters and enjoy both

the original services and the extended services. This way, the original AKA can

function properly with or without the existence of the our protocol.

Here are some steps to take in our authentication vector distribution phase:

1. The MS provides not only its IMSI/TMSI for identification but also a seed

(Seedi) to the SN. Then, the SN forwards the received message to the MS and

the HN like it does in the original UMTS AKA protocol. What is different

is that the HN will forward the message it receives from the SN to the ledger

server. In the message produced by the MS, there is Seedi = f3kl(Seedi−1),

Seedi−1 stands for the seed used for authentication last time, and the original

Seed0 and secret key kl are decided by both the MS and the ledger and only

known to them both. In addition, f3 is the key generating function of the

standard UMTS [5, 6]. We use it to produce the association between the seeds

we use at adjacent times that makes sure that the Seedi the ledger server

receives was actually sent out by the MS, not by the SN or the HN. This

can also be considered as a kind of authentication too. Therefore, the ledger

has to keep the Seedi the MS used last time, namely XSeedi−1, and confirm
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Seedi = f3kl(XSeedi−1) for the Seedi received from the HN. If the result of

the confirmation turns out negative, the ledger server will refuse to offer any

endorsement.

2. After receiving the message, the ledger server checks the IMSI and takes out

the secret key kl that the ledge server shares with the MS corresponding to

the IMSI in advance. Then the initial value of the hash chain is computed as

R0 = f4kl(Seedi), where f4 is also a key generating function in the standard

UMTS system [5, 6] just like f3. After generating R0, the ledger server hashes

it X times to get RX = hX(R0). Then, the ledger server uses its own private

key to sign RX , and the result is SKLS(RX). Now RX and SKLS(RX) are

sent back to the HN.

3. Upon receiving the message from the ledger server, the HN uses the ledger

server’s public key to check if SKLS(RX) is correct. If everything is fine, the

HN stores the received RX and SKLS(RX) for later use as proof. Then, the

HN uses its own private key to sign RX , and the result is SKHN(RX). Now the

HN can use the secret key k it shares with the MS to derive the authentication

vector AV required by the original AKA protocol. Finally, the HN sends

back RX , SKHN(RX) and AV to the SN. Upon receiving the message from

the HN, the SN uses the public key of the HN to check whether the received

SKHN(RX) is correct. If so, it stores the received RX and SKHN(RX) for later

use as proof. In this place, please note that what the HN receives is SKLS(RX)

signed by the ledger server, while what the SN receives is SKHN(RX) signed

by the HN. The reason for that is the possibility of charging relationships

occurring between the SN and the HN [30].

4. Finally, the SN sends the RX it receives back to the MS so that the MS

can confirm that the ledger server has accessed the data concerned and that

no mistakes have been going on. By doing this, we can make sure that no
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synchronization problems happen to the seed Seedi shared between the MS

and the ledger server due to information loss. In addition, to take further

precautions, both the MS and the ledger server will keep the seeds used the

previous time and the time before the previous time, namely Seedi−1 and

Seedi−2. If the Seedi−1 values do not agree, then Seedi−2 will be used to make

sure no synchronization problems occur in our protocol.

The second phase, namely the authentication and key establishment phase, of

our AKA charging protocol is the same as that of the original UMTS AKA protocol.

It goes as follows:

1. The SN extracts the first fresh string of parameters from the AV of the MS

received from the HN. Then the SN sends the random number Rand and the

authentication parameter AUTN , both taken out from the string of parame-

ters extracted from the AV , to the MS.

2. Upon receiving the Rand, AUTN , and RX from the SN, the MS checks the

correctness of these data to make sure of the identity of the SN. Then, by

using the Rand and the secret key it shares with the HN, The MS figures out

the RES and some other data to be used later for the connection such as key

IK, and CK. Now the MS sends the RES back to the SN. Note that the

purpose of the RXcheckout is to make sure that neither the SN nor the HN is

cheating.

3. The SN compares the received RES with the one taken out from the AV . If

the result is positive, then the MS proves to be the lawful subscriber. Now the

CK and IK from the AV can be used to create a connection.

Authentication is the basis of all charging systems. The original UMTS AKA

protocol can already do perfect authentication and identify the subscriber. Then,

the extra parameters we add to the protocol can help take care of the charging and
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billing problems that have long been unsolved. The next subsection will specify how

those problems are dealt with.

2.3 Charging, Billing and Dispute

Figure 4 is an illustration of our charging protocol. As we elaborated earlier, the

hash chain is what we use as the certificate for charging. As the authentication

process detailed above goes, when the subscriber reaches the territory of a new SN,

the registration has to be done first. In our protocol, the subscriber will start by

sending a seed to the SN. By way of the HN, the ledger server will also obtain this

seed and figure out R0 accordingly. Then, R0 gets hashed X times and becomes

RX = hX(R0), which is then sent out to the HN and the SN. On the other hand,

since the MS also has R0, the MS too has the ability to come by R1, R2, · · · , RX in

such order. As for the SN and the HN, only RX is available, which of course does not

make it possible for them to derive R0, R1, R2, · · · , RX−1 due to the irreversibility of

the hash function. Each charge unit’s value is decision in the authentication phase.

The Charge unit is possibly the time or packet which is decided by the service type.

For example, if a certain kind of service is charged by the minute, then in this case

each hash value represents a minute. When the MS is using this service provided by

the SN, as each charging unit (in this case a minute) passes, the MS will sent one hash

value, starting with RX−1, to the SN in such order as RX−1, RX−2, RX−2, · · · , R1.

When the SN receives a new hash value, it hashes the value and sees if the result

equals the hash value received last time. If so, the SN keeps each hash value for

later charging because the hash values have to be presented to the ledger to prove

the subscriber’s access to the service. As Figure 5 shows, in the charging phase, the

MS sends ECK(RX−i) (E is an encrypting function) as proof to the SN. During the

message transmission between the MS and the SN, the cipher key CK in the UMTS

AKA protocol is used to offer security guarantee. Please note all that the SN and

the HN have to keep is the very last hash value received. When the service comes to

an end or when a certain preset time interval is reached, the SN sends the last hash
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Figure 4: Our charging protocol

Figure 5: Our billing protocol

value RX−i it received along with the count of charging units i to the HN. Taking

down the records, the HN proves the correctness of the bill to the subscriber in the

billing phase.

As Figure 5 shows, when it is time for the bill, the HN first checks to see if all

the hash values match the subscriber’s consumption records. If nothing goes wrong,

the bill is sent to the MS, and the hash values are sent to the ledger server as proofs.

The ledger server checks the correctness of both RX and Rm and makes sure that

the data came from the subscriber. Then, the hash values are used to figure out the

amount of money to charge, and the subscriber is or course informed of the amount.

On the other hand, if there are charging relationships between the SN and the HN,

the SN will certainly send a bill to the HN too. The MS compares the bill received

from the HN and the amount learned from the ledger server and sees if they show

the same number. Everything proves to be all right if they are the same; however,

if they differ, that is where our dispute protocol (see Figure 6) comes into play.
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Figure 6: Our dispute protocol

The discrepancy that happens between the bill the MS receives from the HN and

the message from the ledger server telling the MS how much he/she is supposed to

pay comes most probably from the fact that the RX actually came from somebody

else but the MS. Therefore, to solve a dispute, all that the HN has to do is send back

the SKLS(RX) signed by the ledger server so that the ledger server can check out

the RX . By the same token, when a dispute occurs between the SN and the HN over

the bill, the SKHN(RX) signed by the HN can readily be sent back to the original

signer to see if the RX is the real thing. Due to the simple truth that R0 is only

known to the MS, the only party that can figure out R1 ∼ RX−1 is the MS. As a

result, if the HN can give the correct SKLS(RX) and Rm that satisfy hC(Rm) = RX ,

there is no reason why the ledger server should doubt the genuineness of this proof.

3 Discussions and Analyzes

The currently used UMTS charging and billing system has been in service for many

a year. What has been the standard way of doing it is to take down the records of the

subscriber’s accesses to the services to put together the CDR, which is then passed

to the billing unit for the basic calculations to be done before the bill comes out to

the subscriber. As we mentioned earlier, most of the research concern focuses on

the development of either a secure subscriber authentication mechanism for fear of

person or an integrated independent charging framework that avoids redundancies of

the CDR. This way or that, however, the very basis is still the seemingly irreplaceable

CDR. Our approach here to improving the UMTS charging and billing system is not
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to turn over the original thing, including the CDR foundation it relies on, but only to

add a little something to it so that a long unsolved problem, or a long unaddressed

issue, can be properly taken care of. The little extension we add to the original

UMTS AKA protocol does accomplish its mission of offering the subscriber some

solid grounds for fair play against the service provider on bill disputes, a right the

subscriber deserves. By bringing in the ledger server, our AKA charging protocol

makes it possible for the subscriber to disagree on the bill with easy, hard proof in

the hand.

3.1 Our Objectives

The three objectives of our AKA charging protocol are to fairly resolve bill disputes,

to be applicable to the current UMTS standard environment, and to fit the various

ways of UMTS-based payment. Here are some discussions as to how the three

objectives can be achieved.

1. Fair resolvability of bill disputes: Taking advantage of the non-repudiation

property the hash chain has, we bring in hash values as proofs of service

consumption. When there are disputes, these hash values are the best evidence

the service provider has to prove the correctness of the bill to the subscriber.

To rule out the possibility of the subscriber deceptively denying accessing

the service, the ledger server will sign for the subscriber in the first place,

which puts non-repudiation on the subscriber’s consumption behaviors. In

our protocol, non-repudiation does not have to show on the service provider’s

side against the subscriber; all the service provider has to do is make sure that

the subscriber cannot deny any line on the bill. Anyways, without the right

hash values, there is no way the service provider can charge the subscriber for

any service that has not been used.

2. Applicability to the current UMTS standard environment: Our new protocol

is only an extension added to the original UMTS AKA protocol with nothing
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charged. The original system can function as it always does with or without

our protocol taking effect. In other words, with our protocol, we are offering

an option of provable charges and fair dispute resolvability added to all the

original services.

3. Suitability for various ways of UMTS-based payment: As we mentioned earlier,

in the UMTS design there are three ways of charging: Prepay Service, Real

Time, and Session. In our AKA charging protocol, a subscriber can actually

have more than one hash chain, each hash chain keeping track of a different

way of charging at a certain charging rate.

• Prepay Service: Suppose each hash value stands for a charging unit a,

and the amount of money to be prepaid now is b. Given that c = b/a, and

the first fresh hash value on the hash chain at this moment is Rm. The

subscriber will send Rm−c to the service provider to prove that he/she

is willing to prepay for the service and that the amount is b. Here, to

make sure that the division b/c leaves no remainder, we can use different

suitable hash chains when charging units differ.

• Real Time: This is a more commonly used way of charging. When the

service is in use, a hash value is sent out every fixed period of time,

meaning that a charging unit of time has passed. The service provider

only has to store the last hash value collected during each connection

because it stands for the total time the connection lasts.

• Session: This way of charging is very much similar to what is done for

real time charging. The only difference is that with session charging, a

hash value is transmitted along with every packet (or every fixed number

of packets).

As for the charging relationships among the entities involved in the UMTS design

is detal in [1], including interconnect charging, roaming charging, usage charging,
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conveyance charging, wholesale charging, supplier charging, and capacity charging,

disputes in these places can all be avoided when our AKA charging protocol is

applied.

3.2 Security

Before addressing the security issue, let’s check out the whole background environ-

ment first. In the UMTS framework design, the MS translates to a portable, ex-

tremely light weight device with relatively limited computation and storage power.

By contrast, the SN, HN, and the ledger server are fixed equipment with much

greater computation and storage power. The communication between the MS and

the SN depends on the radio wave, which is quite vulnerable to eavesdropping and

interception launched by malicious attackers. Distinctly, the channel of communi-

cation built up to connect such fixed facilities as the SN, HN and ledger server is

a wire through which the traffic runs in an encrypted form. This is a way of com-

munication malicious attackers would consider more difficult to break in. Due to

the limited computation and storage power the MS has, the ledger server is trusted

with such tasks as signing and storing the proofs of service consumptions as well as

checking the correctness of the bill. The following are some aspects of the security

issue:

1. Authentication: Our AKA charging protocol is developed upon the basis of

the original UMTS AKA protocol design. Therefore, as far as authentication

is concerned, the security level of our AKA charging protocol is the same as

that of the original AKA protocol, which is constructed by mechanisms such

as mutual authentication, anonymity, and so on.

2. Interception: During transmission, the service consumption record RX−i is

always in its encrypted form, and the cipher key CK, which differs for each

connection, is owned only by the MS and the SN. Therefore, there is no risk

of information leaks due to data interception. As for the charging and billing
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process, communication is done in the encrypted form through a wire within

the facility, so no risk of information leaks is run, either.

3. Falsification: With our AKA charging protocol applied, there is no forging a

fake RX−i, and the reason for that is the non-repudiation property of the hash

function. Although the SN and the HN have RX , there is no way for them to

forge a RX−i; To obtain this RX−i, the only possibility is to receive it from

the MS as a record of service consumption, which of course does not come for

no reason. As long as the service consumption record RX−i received this time

does not equal the hash value of the record RX−i+1 received last time, namely

RX−i 6= (RX−i+1), the SN will refuse to provide any service because something

has gone wrong.

4. Non-repudiation: The subscriber cannot deny sending out a service consump-

tion record once he/she has. Before the service provider offers the service the

MS asks for, it will receive a signature SKLS(RX) signed by the ledger server,

namely the proxy of the MS. Therefore, when it is time to pay the bill, the

HN presents RX−i to the MS as the proof of service consumption, and the

MS cannot repudiate it as long as the equation hi(RX−i) = RX holds, because

nobody but the MS is aware of R0 and can thus figure out RX−i.

3.3 Practicability

Practicability was a huge factor we took into account when we put together our

AKA charging protocol. After all, UMTS is a technology of great convenience that

has already been an indispensable part of modern life, and therefore, before we can

actually make a difference and bring even greater convenience, the only thing that

seems to matter is whether or not our new protocol can really fit in with the original

UMTS. As we have been stressing, our new protocol is an extension from the UMTS

AKA protocol and is thus perfectly compatible with the UMTS framework currently

prevalently in use. As a matter of fact, the new protocol we present here can equip
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the service provider with the capability to offer subscribers a fairer, more convincing,

more user-friendly charging and billing service.

Besides compatibility, the load on the system is also one thing to keep in mind.

In order not to put too much of an extra load on the system, we have employed

methods of low computation power consumption. Most of the computations our

new protocol requires are hashing operations because the hash function is quite

economical in computation power consumption. On the other hand, because what

the MS has in the hand is a mobile device of low computation power, the ledger

server, which is a fixed organization with great computation power, comes in and

does the signing on behalf of the MS so that the non-repudiation requirement is

satisfied. In fact, both the ledger server and the HN are capable of signing data

when necessary.

In addition to the computational load, the storage space is also among the list

of consideration. In spite of the fact that all of the SN, HN, and ledger server are

fixed facilities seemingly free from storage space constraints, we still try to consume

as little of it as possible. For the SN and the HN, the last hash value is the only

one to store for each connection because all those that came before it can be derived

from it. The focus of the concern, however, is on the MS. Due to the limited storage

space the mobile device, in our protocol design, has to have the ledger server do the

necessary data recordings. As far as the MS is concerned, there is still one more

thing worthy of notice. We know that the MS owns the first hash value R0 and can

derive the whole hash chain RX by repeatedly using the hash function following the

order of R1, R2, · · · , RX−2, RX−1. However, the hash values are in fact to be sent

out in such order as RX−1, RX−2, · · · , R2, R1. Generally speaking, the MS can either

figure out all the hash values in the hash chain (R1, R2, · · · , RX−2, RX−1) once and

for all and store them for future use, or store only R0 and compute RX−i every time

when it is time to use it. The former way saves time at the cost of plenty of storage

space, while the latter way avoids the trouble of storage space insufficiency at the
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sacrifice of a lot more computation time. Fortunately, we have already proposed a

solution to this tradeoff problem in our earlier research effort [30], striking a balance

between computation efficacy and storage space economy.

Lastly, the Unbalanced One-Way Binary Tree [38] proposed by Yen et al. in

1999 will be a good scheme to put to use when the MS holds many hash chains at

the same time as service consumption records representing various ways of payment

and currencies.

4 Conclusion

Disputes occur every once in a while over the bill between the telecom company

and the subscribers. Most of the times, the subscribers would grudgingly drop the

case because they have trouble proving the mistakes on that bill. This does not

seem fair at all, and nor does it make any sense. All the subscribers’ resentment

comes from the simple fact that the design of the charging and billing protocol is

obviously in favor of the telecom company; the service consumption records and

the right to charge calculations are both held in the telecom company’s hand. As a

consequence, the subscribers, smelling something fishy about the bill, can only argue

barehanded, and that just does not bring them anywhere. To have the table turned

for the subscribers, in this paper, we have presented a new AKA protocol that offers

the subscribers their chance to hold their own proofs of service consumption. The

new protocol is in fact an extension to the original UMTS AKA protocol that is

perfectly compatible with the old system, a new way to improve the overall design

that has never been tried before. Most importantly, with some additional parameters

attached to the original, our new protocol is indeed capable of lifting the subscribers

to an even ground against the telecom company.

In the design of out AKA charging protocol, we put in a new entity, namely the

ledger server, whose role is a proxy of the subscriber worthy of his/her trust. Due to

the low computation power and small storage space the subscriber’s mobile device
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has, the ledger server has to sign and check the service consumption records on

behalf of the subscriber. The existence of the ledger server in the new design makes

our new protocol applicable to the current environment. Besides the subscriber and

the telecom company, other related service providers involved such as roam service

providers can also make use of our new protocol to ensure the correctness of their

charges and bills. In a word, our extended AKA protocol is indeed a good solution

to the charging and billing problems long left unsettled.
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